A Summary on Research of Household Energy Consumption: A Bibliometric Analysis
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Abstract: With the emergence of the contradictions between energy supply and demand, considerable attention has been paid to the residential household energy consumption with increasing research in this field. Based on databases of Science Citation Index Expanded and Social Sciences Citation Index, this paper applies the bibliometric method to analyze the development and evolution of this research field using the literature published in the field of residential energy consumption during the period 1970–2018. The following findings were found: (1) The research on energy consumption of households is mainly divided into three stages: cognition (1970–1989), exploration (1990–2005), and rapid development (2006–2018); (2) By analyzing the citations of high-yield authors, institutions, journals and papers in this field, it is clear that the developed countries such as the United States, Britain, and the Netherlands have significantly stronger research capabilities in this field; (3) By analyzing the co-occurrence of keywords and co-citation of the literature in this field, the research hotspots in this field are summarized as the relationship between energy supply and demand, energy use efficiency, the relationship between various household indicators and energy consumption, environmental protection, modeling and measurement; (4) In view of the reality, future works should pay more attention to the influence of micro-factors, regional energy consumption issues, and energy consumption of rural households.
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1. Introduction

Since the outbreak of the oil crisis in the 1970s, the contradiction between energy supply and demand has become increasingly prominent. In addition to industrial energy consumption which accounts for a significant proportion of energy consumption, household energy consumption has attracted extensive interest [1–4]. According to the data compiled by the International Energy Agency (IEA) in 2019, more than 20% of the total energy consumption of various OECD countries was consumed by households, of which developed countries such as Britain reached more than 30% [5]. At the same time, the global warming caused by the increasing anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) has been widely discussed, and many countries have set emission reduction targets to reduce carbon dioxide emissions in response to climate change [6,7]. The industrial energy demand of the European Union has been exceeded by the energy demand of residents, and the energy consumption of households in some economically developed countries has accounted for more than 20% with a rising trend. The rapid growth of residential household energy consumption and its important position in overall energy consumption have made it increasingly discussed in the field of energy...
Considerable attention has been paid to household energy consumption in order to reduce carbon dioxide emissions. Since the 1970s, tremendous investigations in this research area have been done: Herendeen [8] has proven that poor households purchase approximately 65% of their energy needs by purchasing residential energy and automotive fuels, while 35% for wealthy households. In addition, urban life consumes about 15% less intensive energy than non-agricultural life in rural areas. The research of Pachauri and Spreng [9] ascribed the increase in household energy demand in India to the increasing population; Wang [10] selected eight typical counties in the eight major economic zones of China through sample collection analysis and found that the local social environment, economic development level, availability of local resources, local residents’ living habits, climate conditions, and other factors have a greater impact on the energy consumption of rural households; Baiocchi et al. [11] investigated and studied both direct and indirect carbon dioxide emissions of consumer behaviors in different British lifestyles, and concluded that consumer behaviors and lifestyles have a significant impact on British carbon dioxide emissions. In order to realize the sustainable use of energy, household energy conservation, building energy conservation, energy conservation behavior, and other related aspects around household energy consumption also generated considerable research interest. For example, Fertahi et al. [12] carried out various dynamic simulations on the thermal performance of the collective hot water production system, and found that the Evacuated Tube Technology (ETC) is suitable for this collective hot water production application, and increasing the centralized storage tank volume enhances the annual solar fraction of the collective hot water process. Pochwat et al. [13] compared two-prototype near-horizontal drain water heat recovery units on the basis of effectiveness, and proposed a method to improve the utilization rate of hydrothermal energy. Mathewset al. [14] compared four different energy savings measures and compared their payback periods in order to ascertain the most effective measures for a consumer’s budget.

In addition, reviews related with different areas of household energy consumption have also been done. Kastner et al. [15] reviewed the empirical research on energy investment of 26 households, and made a detailed analysis of energy-related investment decisions and beliefs on the consequences for households, as well as access to energy consulting and financial incentives; Oladokun et al. [16] used a literature review to explore the evolution of the household energy consumption and carbon emission (HECCE) modeling paradigm in recent years, and derived these two main methods and methods used in modeling HECCE problems, which are econometrics and building physical statistics, and made a detailed analysis of the limitations in modeling technology. Abrahamse et al. [17] explore and evaluate previous interventions that encouraged families to reduce energy consumption, and discuss the relationship between information, knowledge, behavior, rewards, and energy savings. As a tool for quantitative analysis of literature, bibliometric methods have been widely used to evaluate the performance of various disciplines [18,19]. Kiriyama, Sanz-Casado, Montoya, and other authors used bibliometrics to conduct a literature analysis on global nuclear energy, solar energy production, and consumption, and Spain’s energy research to explore research overviews and trends in the field [20–22]. Cohen [23] made a study on the energy needs of 11 urban households in Brazil and found that the energy intensity paid by households decreases with income levels, and there are large differences between different regions. The China Household Energy Report (2016) [24] pointed out that, in the total energy consumption of the United States, the living energy consumption of residents increased from 17.5% in 1949 to 21.7% in 2013, while industrial energy consumption increased from 46% in 1949 and fell to 32.3% in 2013. As China gradually completes the process of industrialization, the industrial energy consumption will gradually slow down as well as a decreasing trend in the total energy consumption. With the increase of people’s income, the energy consumption of residents, including transportation, will increase as well. The energy demand will also gradually increase, and finally the total household energy consumption and its proportion will gradually increase.

It is beneficial and necessary to summarize and analyze the existing literature so as to understand the current situation, research hotspots, and future development trends of energy consumption research in households. In addition, finally promote the sustainability and efficiency of household
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energy consumption. As far as the authors know, there remains an ongoing challenge to identify this problem. To fill the existing research gaps, we have carried out the following work. First, we use bibliometric methods to study the latest research status and trends, including the number of articles, country distribution, productive authors and institutions, and article citations. Secondly, through co-word analysis and literature co-citation analysis, we find the hottest research topics in this field. Finally, based on the above results, some suggestions on the study of household energy consumption issues are given in the conclusion. In summary, this article describes the current research in the following aspects: (1) the first attempt to summarize and evaluate the research status and trends in the field of energy consumption of households; (2) Based on co-word analysis and literature co-citation analysis, clarify current research hotspots, summarize potential research directions, and contribute to future development and research progress; (3) Based on the existing literature, evaluate, analyze and discuss the research status of different countries in this field, we expect to make a contribution to the future development as well as the research progress of in household energy consumption field.

2. Materials and Methods

The data in this study were collected from the Science Citation Index Expanded (SCI-E) and Social Science Citation Index (SSCI) online version databases compiled by Thomson Reuters. We first searched the SCI-E database and SSCI database for all types of keywords including “residential households”, “energy”, and “consumption” in all years. The first international journal papers on household energy consumption appeared in 1970 and the second appeared in 1976. A small number of related literature gradually appeared after 1980. Therefore, this article focuses on the period from 1980 to 2018. During these years, three types of subject words were searched, and a total of 4659 articles were retrieved. The retrieval time is 7 April 2019.

First of all, this study analyzes the number of articles and the distribution of countries, productive authors, institutions, and the strength of different countries in different periods to understand the development of household energy consumption, which is helpful for policies makers and researchers to make clear of professional research institutions and authors in the rapidly developing countries. Secondly, the co-word analysis and literature co-citation analysis are used to study the research hotspots and trends in this field in detail, and to provide some reference conclusions for scholars’ future research choices.

2.1. Collaboration Degree

Collaboration in academic research indicates that the researchers working together for a common goal on the bases of common research needs [25]. Auctorial, institutional, and national collaboration degree are usually used to study the academic collaboration in a certain research area [26–28]. To analyze the literature co-authoring situations at different times, this study divides the index of literature co-authoring into three directions: author, country, and institution. The cooperation status of each point is expressed by the number of authors, institutions, and countries for article i. The cooperation in this field can be expressed by the average of the authors, institutions, and countries involved in all articles in the field. The formula is as follows:

\[
Auctorial \ collaboration \ degree \ : \ C_1 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_i}{N},
\]

\[
Institutional \ collaboration \ degree \ : \ C_2 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \beta_i}{N},
\]

\[
National \ collaboration \ degree \ : \ C_3 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \gamma_i}{N},
\]

where \( N \) represents the number of all articles in the field, and \( \alpha_i, \beta_i, \gamma_i \) represent the number of authors, institutions, and countries for article \( i \).
2.2. Comprehensive Strength

The international influence and international rankings of a country’s academic field are influenced by multiple indicators. These influence indicators relate to the country’s outstanding performance in this field, including authors, journals, number of papers, frequency of cited papers, etc. This study refers to the evaluation indicators in related literature [26], and analogously selects the number of papers, high-yielding authors (TOP100), high-yielding institutions (TOP100), high cited papers (TOP100), high cited authors (TOP100), and high cited institutions (TOP100) in the country’s household energy consumption field to reflect the country’s international status in this field.

We calculate the corresponding standard score of each indicator in each country using the standard score statistics method. The specific calculation method is as follows:

$$S_{ij} = \frac{x_{ij} - \bar{x}_j}{\sqrt{\frac{1}{T} \sum (x_{ij} - \bar{x}_j)^2}} + 1, \quad (4)$$

$$S_i = \sum_j S_{ij}, \quad (5)$$

where $S_{ij}$ represents the standard score of the $j$th indicator in the $i$th country; $x_{ij}$ represents the original score of the $j$th indicator of the $i$th country; $\bar{x}_j$ stands for the average score of all countries of the $j$th indicator; $T$ represents the total number of countries; and $S_i$ represents the comprehensive score of the $i$th country.

2.3. Co-Word and Co-Cited

The co-word analysis method was first proposed by Callon, a French bibliometrician, to determine the relationship between topics by focusing on the common occurrence of vocabulary pairs and name phrases in the literature [29]. The topic words in the paper are used as statistical objects, and the number of times that different topic words appear in the same paper is used to form a common word network composed of noun phrases or word pairs. In addition, the evacuation distance of the subject content is reflected by the distance between routines within the network. The co-word clustering analysis in this paper is mainly based on Citespace software (v_5.0.R4), which is used to identify and display new trends in scientific literature. In addition, Citespace is a citation visualization analysis software developed gradually under the background of scientometrics and data visualization. Through the co-occurrence of keywords, dynamic evolution, collection, and analysis of important nodes in network relationships, the hotspots and development processes of residential energy consumption can be concluded. The size of the nodes in the graph indicates how often the keywords appear. The higher the keyword’s appearance frequency, the larger the node, which also means stronger centrality. The connection between the nodes indicates the common appearance of the keyword [30,31].

Cited references refer to two articles cited by the same reference. By analyzing the clusters and key nodes in the co-citation network, it is possible to reveal the knowledge structure, knowledge base, evolution of the research front, and the literature that played a key role in the evolution process. In this paper, we use the Citespace software to draw a co-cited clustered time zone view map of the literature on the energy consumption of households in order to discover the knowledge base in this field and the evolution of the research front. Based on this, an inductive summary is made to predict future research directions. The nodes in the figure represent the article needing to be analyzed, and the size of the nodes corresponds to the number of citations of this article. The color and width of the inner circle of the nodes show the frequency of being cited in different periods. The connection between the nodes indicates the co-citation relationship. The degree of width shows the intensity of co-citation, and the different colors correspond to the time of the first co-citation. The change in color from cold to warm, i.e., from blue to red, represents a change in time from early to recent [30,32].
3. Results

3.1. Number of Publications by Countries

The 4659 articles in the search results are from 127 countries. Figure 1 lists the trends in publications in the 10 countries with the highest number of publications. It can be seen that international research on household energy consumption is roughly divided into three development stages: the cognitive stage from 1970 to 1990, the inquiry stage from 1991 to 2005, and the rapid development stage from 2006 to now. During the inquiry stage, the study from British and American was in a leadership position. With the break out of the Gulf War in 1991 and the implementation of the 1992 Energy Policy Act by the US Congress which requires the energy-related departments should improve energy efficiency standards when formulating policies. All of these have promoted the development of research about residents’ energy consumption in this period. During the rapid development stage, international scholars’ enthusiasm for research on household energy consumption has grown rapidly, with an average annual increase of 23.23% in number of published papers. According to the Global Energy Balance Sheet of the IEA, the global energy consumption by residents accounted for 21.24% of total energy consumption, while industrial energy consumption accounted for 29.03% of total energy consumption in 2017 [5].
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**Figure 1.** Timeline of publications in top 10 productive countries in the field of household energy consumption where China excludes Taiwan and the United Kingdom includes England, Scotland, Northern Ireland, and Wales. Source: SCI-E and SSCI online version databases.

3.2. Author Statistics

Based on the statistics on the search results of authors in this field, there are 8102 authors in total. The eminent scientific historian, Price, concluded that, in the same subject, half of the number of papers were written by highly productive authors, whose collective number is approximately the square root of the total number of authors in the subject of the field [33,34]. That is Price’s law, which is expressed by the formula: \[ n \approx 0.749 \times \sqrt{m} \] \[ m \] is the minimum number of publications of core scientists in the subject area. \( n_{\text{max}} \) represents the number of publications of the most productive scientist. The Price’s law states that the number of scientists in a particular subject area, whose collective number is approximately the square root of the total number of authors in the subject of the field [33,34]. This law is useful for understanding the distribution of productivity among scientists and can help in predicting future trends in scientific output.
law can be verified as follows: the highest number of papers published by the scientist is \( n_{\text{max}} = 27 \), and the minimum number of papers is obtained by substituting \( n_{\text{max}} \) into Price’s law and \( m = 3.89 \).

In the search results, 426 scholars published four or more articles in this search area, and the total number of papers published by these authors was 2429, accounting for 54.28% of the total literature in this field, which basically complied with Price’s law. Table 1 shows the top eight authors with the most published papers. It can be seen that the most productive authors are mainly in Brazil (3 persons), the United States, Germany, China, the United Kingdom, and Malaysia.

### Table 1. Productive authors during 1980–2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>CF</th>
<th>CPP</th>
<th>Article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Popkin</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Stamminger</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Levy</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Claro</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Monteiro</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hubacek</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>15.67</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Wang</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Masjuki</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>[41]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: TP is the number of total publications; CF is Cited Frequency; CPP is citations per publication; this paper adds some articles of higher quality for each author to help identify authors or add more information about them.

#### 3.3. Institution Statistics

In addition, 4659 articles come from 3581 institutions. Table 2 shows the top 10 institutions with the most published literature in this field (the 10th and 11th names are tied). The institution with the most papers in the field of residential energy consumption is the Chinese Academy of Sciences, accounting for 1.95% of the world’s papers in this field. However, among the top ten countries and regions with high-yielding institutions, the number of developed countries is significantly higher than that of developing countries. Developed countries such as the United Kingdom and the United States have four and two institutions, respectively. Three institutions in China have a higher volume of papers.

### Table 2. Productive institutions during 1980–2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>CF</th>
<th>TP RC (%)</th>
<th>TP RW (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Chinese Acad Sci</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>14.02</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Univ Cambridge</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>11.72</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Univ Calif Berkeley</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Tsinghua Univ</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>8.47</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Univ Sao Paulo</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>41.54</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Univ N Carolina</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Univ Leeds</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>8.51</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Beijing Inst Technol</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>UCL</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Delft Univ Technol</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Univ Oxford</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>6.81</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: TP is the number of total publications; CF is Cited Frequency; RC is the percentage of the total number of the publication to that of its country; RW is the percentage of the total number of the publication to that of the world.

#### 3.4. Academic Collaboration

By collating the data of 4659 documents retrieved from this field into the above Equations (1)–(3), we can find that the collaboration degree among the authors, institutions, and countries in this field are 2.85, 1.66, and 1.15, respectively. Calculating the data of the three indicators for each year from 1980 to 2018 and making a line chart (Figure 2). It can be seen that the degree of collaboration at the national level has increased year by year since 2000, and the degree of institutional collaboration has also shown an overall upward trend, while the auctorial collaboration degree has increased alternately from beginning to end.
According to Equations (4) and (5), various indicators and comprehensive scores of household energy consumption in TOP100 countries were calculated as shown in Table 3. The top country is the United States with a combined score of 24.52, followed by China and the United Kingdom. The fourth place Netherlands accounts for half of the British’s total score, while it accounts for only one third of the United States’ total score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>TMPC</th>
<th>TMAC</th>
<th>TMIC</th>
<th>TC</th>
<th>TSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>963</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>649</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Netherland</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: TP is the number of total publications; I indicates the number of institutions; TMPC is the number of total most cited papers' citations; TMAC is the number of total most cited authors' citations; TMIC is the number of total most cited institutions’ citations; TC is the number of total citations; TSS is the total standard score; S is Standard score in this section; TSS is the sum of standard scores.

3.5. National Comprehensive Strength in the Field of Household Energy Consumption

According to Equations (4) and (5), various indicators and comprehensive scores of household energy consumption in TOP100 countries were calculated as shown in Table 3. The top country is the United States with a combined score of 24.52, followed by China and the United Kingdom. The fourth place Netherlands accounts for half of the British’s total score, while it accounts for only one third of the United States’ total score.

3.6. Co-Word and Co-Cited Analysis

Keywords represent hot research topics, and sudden words represent new research frontiers. Keyword analysis can help us find hot topics and research frontiers. In the literature published in the field of residential household energy consumption from 1980 to 2018, the frequency of occurrence of all keywords in the same literature was counted in pairs, and cluster analysis was used to analyze the co-occurrence matrix. After statistics on the keywords of all articles, in 4659 documents, the results show that there are 42 keywords that appear more than 100 times. This article mainly analyzes the literature of the last two stages of the field development, namely 1991–2018. The keywords in the second and third stages are co-word clustered respectively. By using Citespace software, we get the
 keyword clustering views of Figure 3; Figure 4 in the two stages of 1991–2005 and 2006–2018. There are 16 clusters in the clustering Figure 3 formed by the literature keywords from 1991–2005, and 14 clusters in the Figure 4 formed by the literature keywords from 2006–2018. The log-likelihood rate (LLR) algorithm is used to extract the names of the clusters. Here, only the 10 clusters in the previous stage and the seven clusters in the latter stage are shown here.

Figure 3. Keyword clustering diagram of literature on energy consumption in residential households, 1991–2005.

Figure 4. Keyword clustering diagram of literature on energy consumption in residential households, 2006–2018.

The cited literature reflects the source of knowledge, and the representative articles in each cluster reflect the frontier of this field. In this paper, we use the Citespace software to draw the citing clustered time zone view map of the literature from 1991 to 2018 in the field of household energy consumption, as shown in Figure 5. Selecting named terms from the title of the literature and using the LLR algorithm to select the naming of the cluster tags, the results are 58 clusters. Here, the top 15 major clusters are selected for analysis.
With the exception of high-yielding authors, most indicators in the field in the United States are two to three times that of other countries while less competitive at both the number of papers and high-yield institutions. The other four indicators are also in a relatively weak position; in particular, the number of highly cited papers in China is superior to quality, which indicates that the development of the organization has a significant boost to the improvement of scientific research strength in this field. The impact of the quality of literature on the improvement of the country’s overall strength is greater than the impact of quantity on it. In addition, it is worth noting that the size of the countries can also affect the research in this field. The top ten countries in the comprehensive strength in this field are almost developed or big countries with great power. It is obvious that the overall scientific research strength of these countries is relatively strong. On the one hand, the United States, China, Britain, Australia, and so on, with a strong economic strength can provide a solid financial support for research related to household energy consumption. On the other hand, issues in household energy consumption in these large countries are very urgent and the problem of energy shortage is more prominent, which also puts forward more requirements on the research in household energy consumption.

4. Discussion

According to previous results in Part 3, the research and development of household energy consumption can be divided into three stages: the cognitive period, the inquiry period, and the rapid development period. According to the analysis results of Author Statistics, Institution Statistics, and Academic collaboration, we know that countries that have developed rapidly in this field include the United States, China, and the United Kingdom, and authors and institutions in developed countries account for the majority. The future work should focus on the cooperation between countries, institutions, and authors.

From the comprehensive strength in this field, the scientific research capabilities are all developed countries in Europe and the United States excepting China as a developing country in the top ten. With the exception of high-yielding authors, most indicators in the field in the United States are two to three times that of other countries. Furthermore, from the perspective of quantity (high production number) and qualitative (cited number), China is relatively competitive in high-yield authors compared with other countries while less competitive at both the number of papers and high-yield institutions. The other four indicators are also in a relatively weak position; in particular, the number of highly cited papers is less than the overall average of the indicator, and the weak value of the cited index also reflects that the quality of Chinese literature in this field needs to be improved. Finally, from the perspective of institutions, authors, and papers, the United States has an advantageous competitiveness in institutions with strong scientific research capacity in this field, and the number of authors and papers in China is superior to quality, which indicates that the development of the organization has a significant boost to the improvement of scientific research strength in this field. The impact of the quality of literature on the improvement of the country’s overall strength is greater than the impact of quantity on it. In addition, it is worth noting that the size of the countries can also affect the research in this field. The top ten countries in the comprehensive strength in this field are almost developed or big countries with great power.
In terms of the analysis of research hotspots, the evolution of research frontiers, and the potential research areas about household energy consumption, Detailed investigations were made on the co-word analysis as shown in Figures 3 and 4. Based on the analysis of clustering results, the research hotspots in the two stages are shown in Tables 4 and 5.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster #</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Main Research Content</th>
<th>Representative Literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>Biofuel consumption, electricity consumption, consumption patterns and energy intensity</td>
<td>[42,43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>GHG emission</td>
<td>Energy saving in refrigerators, gasoline prices and taxes, household energy use</td>
<td>[44,45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Household energy consumption, rural residents</td>
<td>[46,47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>Residents’ health, food consumption</td>
<td>[48,49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>Healthy diet</td>
<td>[50,51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Population, direct and indirect energy consumption</td>
<td>[9,52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Logistics</td>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Sustainable development</td>
<td>Sustainable development, low-carbon economy, rural Emission reduction, regional development</td>
<td>[54,55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Room air condition</td>
<td>Residential building, life cycle</td>
<td>[56,57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Economic development, energy demand</td>
<td>[58,59]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the keyword clustering from 1991 to 2005, cluster #0 “consumption” mainly involves research on biofuel consumption, electricity consumption, residential buildings, consumption patterns and energy intensity, and regional energy planning. The label of cluster #3 is also consumption while the main research object under this cluster is food consumption, which is mainly reflected in the related aspects of residents’ health and diet. The main research object of cluster #1 “GHG emission” is refrigerator energy savings, gasoline price and gasoline tax, residential energy consumption model, and household energy consumption, which is suggested to reduce residents’ energy consumption through various channel models. Cluster #2 and Cluster #5 explore the energy consumption of households in China and India, respectively. China and India both have special national conditions, i.e., a large scale of populations. The impact of the amount is worth exploring. The central points in Figure 3 are “consumption”, “energy requirement”, “energy use”, “model”, and “nutritional status”, “Children”,

Table 5. Research hotspots of household energy consumption, 2006–2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster #</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Main Research Content</th>
<th>Representative Literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>GHG emission</td>
<td>Natural gas, electricity consumption, household income</td>
<td>[11,60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Residential building</td>
<td>Household income, GHG, energy consumption patterns</td>
<td>[61,62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Energy efficiency</td>
<td>Rebound effect, residential behavior, energy supply and demand</td>
<td>[63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Demand response</td>
<td>Home energy management, household behavior</td>
<td>[64,65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Conservation</td>
<td>Home energy saving, environmental protection</td>
<td>[66,67]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>Healthy diet</td>
<td>[68,69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Fuel poverty</td>
<td>Energy supply and demand, energy poverty</td>
<td>[70]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“energy efficiency”, “fuel wood”, etc. From these central nodes, it can be concluded that there are three main research directions in the field of energy consumption of households from 1991 to 2005: energy supply and consumption, healthy diet consumption, and energy and development.

In the keyword clustering from 2006 to 2018, cluster #0 “GHG emission” contains relevant research content including natural gas, electricity consumption, and residents’ income, which is usually regarded as the main influence factor of GHG emission; Cluster #1 “residential building” also touches importance on topics such as income and GHG; the research contents of energy use is reflected in clusters #2 and 3, including rebound effects, residential behavior, and energy management. Research on energy use can clarify the impact of human factors on energy efficiency and promote the sustainability of household energy consumption; it can be seen from the keywords of cluster #4 that the topic of energy conservation and environmental protection has attracted more and more attention, which can promote the “Ecological Civilization”; cluster #5 is related to food health consumption such as diet health, sugar intake, and obesity. Broadly speaking, household energy consumption involves people’s common life, including food, clothing, transportation, etc. Thus, there exists a relationship between energy consumption and human health, for example, obesity. Previous studies have proven that the lifestyle of relying on a car instead of walking may result in obesity and then affect household energy consumption [71,72]. In another way, the search results may include results of energy intake of human being, mixing household energy consumption with human energy intake. However, this does not affect the final result significantly. The keywords at this stage are: GHG emission, residential building, energy efficiency, household behavior, environment, etc. Through the content analysis of each clustering result, it can be proved that the research direction at this stage is mainly reflected in GHG emissions, the relationship between household income and residents’ behavior and energy consumption, environmental protection, modeling and measurement, etc.

Comparing the keywords co-occurrence clustering map from 1991–2005 to 2006–2018, we can see the development and changes of research hotspots. The previous research hotspots mainly focused on energy itself, for example, how to improve energy efficiency and how to enhance the relationship between energy supply and demand to improve family living standards and ultimately achieve the purpose of promoting social progress. The research hotspots of the latter stage are mainly focused on the research of relationships and influences, which added new hotspot studies such as the analysis of household income and the analysis of individual residents’ behavior. At the same time, the topic of environmental protection has been more emphasized, which is specifically reflected in the relationship between household income and energy consumption, the relationship between socioeconomic development and environmental protection, and the impact of household income, residents’ behavior, and consumption patterns on energy consumption. The main research methods involve input–output analysis and life-cycle assessment methodology [8,73–75], which are mostly reflected in model construction and improvement.

The time zone view shows the growth of the cited documents in different time zones by placing nodes in different time zones according to the first cited time of the document. From the time zone view (Figure 5), it can be seen that the literature on the energy consumption of households grew slowly from 1980 to 1990, and increased fast from 1991 to 2005. The results from 2006 to the present are fruitful. The results of the development process found in this field are consistent. It also can be found that the development and evolution of the household energy consumption field originated to some extent from the research and recommendations of national policies. After that, scholars paid more attention to energy consumption and residents’ health. It is worth noting that the important rebound effect proposed at the end of the 20th century has become a research hotspot in the past decade. That is, the energy saved by energy efficiency improvement may be partially offset by the new energy demand generated by a series of rebound mechanisms such as substitution effect, income effect, and output effect. In recent years, even in the future, research hotspots may be on the research of household energy consumption in rural areas or between rural residents, including the behavior of residents, environmental protection, and household energy management.
In view of the development and evolution of the cited documents (Figure 5), a representative research in the early research cluster #13 US economics is the analysis of the impact of incentives related to consumption tax on alcohol fuel on the US economy and environmental benefits [76], which can be essentially attributed to the research on energy itself. From the name of clusters #0, #1, #8, and #13, it can be seen that these all related with regional characteristics. Chinese scholar Zha Donglan [77] using the logarithmic average Divisia index decomposition method to explore the factors that may affect the change of carbon dioxide emissions from China’s residential energy consumption. Duarte [78] analyzed the impact of Spanish household consumption patterns on pollution emissions, and Ekholm [79] analyzed the determinants of rural household energy consumption in India. The regional characteristics in these studies showed the trend of regionalization and meticulous in the research in household energy consumption. On the one hand, scholars from various countries concentrate on exploring the domestic energy economic situation and provide policy suggestions for the development of their own society. On the other hand, the much more convenient and fast data acquisition in their own countries provides a supporting basis for targeted research. The cluster #3 rebound effect is mainly based on the theories issued by Peter [80], i.e., technological progress makes equipment more energy-saving. Under the same other conditions, as equipment becomes more energy-saving, the capital per unit of equipment service decreases because people tend to generate additional productive service needs, which also means additional energy consumption, called the rebound effect. The rebound effect shows that 10% of the increase in energy utilization due to technological development is offset by an increase in consumption. According to the node size, color and thickness in the circle of cluster #3 in Figure 5, after the self-rebound effect was put forward, scholars paid more attention to this effect year by year and conducted a lot of scientific research, including consumption and rebound effect from the perspective of industrial ecology, energy utilization rate of consumer terminals and rebound effect, direct and indirect rebound effect estimation of household energy efficiency, and so on [81,82]. Furthermore, the cluster #5 field experiment has also been a hot research trend in this field in recent years. This cluster mainly focuses on household energy conservation and empirical research. The influential document is Fischer’s [83] research on electricity consumption feedback. Through the psychological model, Fischer explored which kind of electricity consumption feedback can better control customers’ consumption and ultimately save energy. The results showed that successful feedback is often frequent, long-term, and interactive. The other two more valuable research works are Carrico’s [84] research on motivating energy conservation in the workplace and Asensio’s [85] research on the effectiveness of non-price information strategies in stimulating energy conservation.

Judging from the overall development and evolution of residential household energy consumption research, we find that the research basis in this field is environmental climatology, social psychology, statistics, economics and other disciplines, and scholars’ research on household energy has gradually changed from macro climate and environmental changes and energy consumption (coal, oil, natural gas, electricity, etc.) to micro residents behavior, energy conservation awareness, and regional consumption level exploration. It is more in-depth and detailed from the whole to the partial in the process of development, and the focus is on the rebound effect, GHG emissions, residents’ behavior, urban and rural households, energy conservation, consumption patterns, and factor exploration.

5. Conclusions

This study used bibliometric methods to summarize the research on household energy consumption from 1970 to 2018. Firstly, international research on household energy consumption is divided into three stages, and the research hotspots and developments in this field can be summarized as two important stages. From 1991 to 2005, research hotspots in household energy consumption were energy supply and consumption, energy efficiency, and healthy diet consumption; research hotspots transferred into GHG emissions, the relationship between household income and energy consumption, environmental protection, modeling and metering, etc. since 2006. In addition, the co-word analysis and co-citation analysis indicate that research directions in this field in the future might be factor
exploration. Furthermore, in terms of international cooperation, the degree of collaboration among authors, institutions, and countries in the field of household energy consumption is 2.68, 1.83, and 1.25, respectively. There need more opportunities for cooperation in the future. Finally, countries with strong research strength in the research field of energy consumption of households include the United States, Britain, China, the Netherlands, Japan and other countries.

There still remain some challenges in the field of household energy consumption, and it is worthwhile devoting much effort, although the number of scientific research is relatively large while the quality is relatively low. The degree of international cooperation in this field is also relatively low, especially the cooperative relations between countries and institutions. Therefore, it is suggested that, while developing the research field of energy consumption of households, the quality of research results should also be improved, and high-quality papers should be published, and high-quality scientific research institutions should be established. In addition, it is necessary to strengthen international cooperation in this field. It can enhance its cooperative relations from the three levels of scholars, institutions, and countries. This will greatly benefit institutions and scholars in their research capabilities and levels in this field. Secondly, scholars in this field are suggested to keep up with the international frontiers, and reveal the internal and external relations of energy consumption in accordance with the special national conditions and regional characteristics of each country. People intend to know how to achieve reasonable and efficient use of resources through external regulation and macro and micro control. In addition, key research can be done on household energy consumption within and between regions and rural household energy consumption, including aspects of residential behavior, environmental protection, and household energy management.
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